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ACA’s Mission

• Understand the nature and forms of corrupt practices in India, as well as
their effects from petty and low-level misconduct to grave offences at the
top.

• Explain the contributing causes of these problems by placing them in the
proper, socio-economic, historical, political, cultural and geographic
context.

• Facilitate consensual knowledge and anti corruption action by involving all
social strata and stakeholders through high quality research, fact finding,
conferences and publications aimed at clarifying the issues converting
findings into policy recommendations.

• Promote a culture of integrality by sharing original data online and in print,
organising conferences, producing public debates and TV shows, as well as
offering a range of courses and training for students public and private
officials, professionals, teachers, reporters and NGOs.

• Bring about change through capacity building, strategic planning, progress
and good practices reports, contributions to sustainable legal, institutional
and policy reforms and by fostering accountability.
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Glorious Journey of Anti-Corruption Academy (ACA)

Everybody talks about it, but nobody seems to be able to do anything about it.
- Mark Twain

There is no point in bemoaning
the fact that corruption is a
roadblock for national prosperity.
With blessings from Honorable
former President of India, we are
proud to position not only ours,
but every Indian citizens’ thought
to actions. We aspire to witness a
Corruption – free India!!
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ACA’s at a Glance

ANTI-CORRUPTION ACADEMY(ACA), INDIA

ACA is the first Anti-Corruption Academy in India and is working
actively towards making India free from Corruption, we have
organised various Events, Conferences, Summits etc. on burning
topics like Financial Scams, Money Laundering, Financial Frauds etc.
in collaboration with organisations like SBI, IIPA, CVC, CII, British
High Commission, and GovRisk(UK).

We have made our future generation a part of our movement and
have also organised various events like Essay writing, Debate etc. in
Colleges, Schools and Educational Institutions.

We will be organising Anti Corruption & Governance Awards(ACGA)
where various organisations and Individual will be facilated and
recognized who have played active role in fighting Corruption and
will soon be organising Global Conference on Digital Currency and
its effect on World Economy
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• ACA Launched its MP & CG Chapter in collaboration with Sachetak at Indore in Dec 2017
• ACA organised a 2 day National Conclave on “Skill Enhancement for Prevention of Financial Frauds”

held in Oct 2017 at IIC-Delhi
• ACA organized a 2 day Global Summit on “Anti–Money Laundering and Terrorist Funding” which was 

held in Dec 2016 at Mumbai
• ACA organized a Global Conference on ”Connecting Voices to Combat Corruption” in April 2016 at in 

New Delhi
• Anti Corruption Academy in collaboration with GRATE, Institute of Directors & Madras Chambers of 

Commerce organized a  Conference in April 2016 in Chennai
• Professors and Practitioners from Vienna, London, Montana and Gulf Cooperation Council exchanged 

their various lessons of life
• ACA Focus Group meet held in Sep 2015 at India International Centre - IIC New Delhi
• Transparency International invited Mr. S. Sathyamoorthy and Mr. Richard Stockdale (Senior Advisory 

Board Members of ACA) as speakers for their International conference on “Integrity Pact & Probity In 
Public procurement”
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Glorious Journey of Anti-Corruption Academy (ACA) in Pictures
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Glorious Journey of Anti-Corruption Academy (ACA) in Pictures
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Glorious Journey of Anti-Corruption Academy (ACA) in Pictures



INTRODUCTION
Recognizing that corruption is a most significant roadblock in the improved governance, 
development and progress of our country, the Anti-Corruption Academy-ACA of India aims 
to become the beacon that will guide the country and its citizens towards a culture and 
practice of integrity and accountability.

The need for such a constructive initiative & movement is the need of the time. As the 
Corruption has become a “Fashion” in today’s India therefore it is Urgent and must that the 
like-minded and sincere citizens, youth and institutions should combined their efforts, 
resources and capacity to built a society where the corrupt forces must think twice before 
indulging into an act of corruption. It is a gigantic task but together we can march towards 
the development of a better India.The ACA will produce, manage and disseminate anti-
corruption knowledge, good practices and all tools necessary for the construction and 
effective implementation of measures and policies in a systematic and inclusive way. The 
ACA will engage with all stakeholders: civil society, public servants, private sector, political 
parties, academia, media and above all the “Youth of Our Nation” to tackle corruption at 
all levels and in all government and private sectors.
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OBJECTIVE

“Youth” should be a priority not just for the nation, but they are the integral

part for the development of any peaceful and happy Society. Our Objective is

to work with the Youth of India to create an environment where the youth can

think, discuss and take constructive steps towards the overall upliftment of

their character, personality and attitude and contribute significantly for the

development of the Nation.

There should be a continuous process of learning & enhancement through

parenting, education, character building and to inculcate the right values,

ethics, integrity & sincerity.

We believe in, that if we want to built a Nation then we need to work and built

the strong foundation of its youth. ACA will have the best possible role models,

teachers, experts, academecians, achievers etc who will work with youth from

schools, colleges & universities and nurture them to become a beacon for the

future generation of our nation. We will also work with teachers & parents and

prepare them to takeup the role of a model teacher, parent & guide.
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Developing Today’s Youth to Lead Tomorrow’s INDIA

The ACA Youth Club(AYC) will work on Character Development by inculcating

Honesty, Integrity, Ethics, Empathy, Responsibility, Good Manners etc.

At the same time, AYC will strive to develop the personality of the youth

through various trainings, workshops, events etc on communication, inter

personal skills, community services, leadership programs etc

AYC aims to develop the youth of India through parallel action plan. We will

work parallel on the character building as well on the personality development

of the youth of India so that they could take up the present day and future

challenges and can be a source of contribution for the development of the

nation.
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Community Services
•Women Empowerment

•Development of  Village schools

•Work with the EWS of  the society

•Anti-Drugs & Anti-Crime campaigns

•Air, Water & Environment related programs

•Cleanliness Drive and contribute towards Swachh Bharath movement

Training / Workshops / Seminars
•ACA Youth Summit

•ACA Theatre Groups

•Leadership Programs

•ETHICS & Transparency

•National Debate Competition

•National Essay Writing Competition

•Exchange Programs with Foreign Countries

•Parenting Programme for Working & Educated Mothers

Research & Development 
•Identify Problems & Help Farmers

•National Survey on Corruption Index

•Research programs with Govt & NGOs

•Scientific Exchange Programs with the Developed Countries
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Youth Leadership Training

We need leaders in today’s India in every sector whether it is in education or

political sector, Business & community leaders or even spiritual leaders.

Leaders play an important role as they represent a particular section of the

society on public platform therefore it is the duty of a credible society to work

on the development of its youth and prepare them to takeup the leadership

role.

We will identity the right talent at the initial stage and will then work with

them like an incubation program where we will focus on their overall

personality development as well will work on their character and work on the

values, ethics, integrity & nationalism.

AYC will work on this program with a goal that these youth should represent

our country on the global platform and can present our country’s in which

ever sector they are working by showing the maximum potential of our nation

and its youth.
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National & Global Youth Summit

Healthy and Positive competition is essential to inculcate the true spirit of

showcasing one’s potential and that can be significant in the case of youth.

Therefore AYC aims to organize Youth Summit as an yearly event where

hundreds and thousands of Youth from different states and cities of India can

participate in different competitions, contest, Debates etc.

This platform is open for anybody who would like to showcase his/her talent and

capacity on national level and this talent shall be used by AYC to further

develop these youths for a particular task and assignment which could benefit

country and its fellow citizens.

After the National Summit, AYC also plans to organize Global Youth Summit

wherein the talented and achievers from our country can compete with the

International talent and youth and work on a spirit to give and take the best

from each other.
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Youth Ethics & Transparency Workshop

In India, where there is a thin line between ethical & unethical behaviour,

Ethics & transparency workshop can be a boon for the youth who are taking up

key positions in public and private sector.

The ACA would like to create an ethical infrastructure where ethics and

transparency can be taught and followed by majority of its people. It has been

observed in all over the world that the more ethical and transparent the system

and its providers will be, the better productivity can be achieved with better

results.

The workshop on Ethics & transparency shall include modules on transparency,

compliances, integrity & sincerity, diversity & respect, information security,

conflict of interests, bribery & kickbacks, anti- competitive conduct & dealing

with ethical violations.
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Youth Talk Shows

Bringing corruption out in the open through national talk shows & relevant

debates for social media platforms & digital world in an organized manner will

not only help in breaking down dogmatic barriers, building partnerships &

exchanging experiences,but also involve more & more people in working towards

achieving an environment with higher integrity & accountability.

Our talk shows will be relevant and to-the-point and it will help in making each

& every individual responsible towards the role that they can play in their

country and society’s fight against corruption.

1) Corruption in Education & Healthcare sector

2) Digital & Crypto Currency

3) Digital India

4) Who’s your friend

5) Role of a true leader

6) Corruption in Sports

7) National Integration
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AYC Theatre

Theatre/Drama is good for young children: it teaches them not only how to speak

clearly, effectively and with confidence, but help them in nurturing their talent &

behavior , for example, looking someone in the eye when you talk to them and

maintaining that eye contact.

Few of the Themes will be covered in AYC Theatre shall be

• Be aware about yourself and surroundings

• Exercising your body and emotions

• Getting comfortable with Acting

• Confidence building

• Group scenes

• Trust Building

• Voice and Speech

• Improve concentration

• Creativity and imagination

• Reading and comprehension
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Youth Research & Development

National Survey on Corruption Index
National survey will be undertaken by our youth club, which will cover all the sector in
every state of India. This survey will evaluate and Rank States of India on the scale of
1 to 10. with indicating the highest level of corruption and being the least corrupt state.

Research programs with Govt & NGOs
Various research programme will be undertaken with different NGOs, Government
& Semi Government agencies.

Identify Problems & Help Farmers
Farmers are the most effected and neglected strata of our society. AYC will
undertake various activities which will identify the problems faced by farmers and
help them in extending the benefits and facilities meant for them.

Scientific Exchange Programs with the Developed Countries
AYC will coordinate with different developed countries and enable the youth of
India to get involved in Scientific Exchange programmes, which will enable our
youth to interact and share learning with youth of developed nation.
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Our Advisory Board
Consist of following eminent personalities known for their work in 

Anti-Corruption
Mr. Salman Haider - Former Foreign Secretary of India

Mr. S. Sathyamoorthy - Former Deputy Comptroller & Auditor General of India (CAG)

Ms. Deepak Sandhu - Former Chief Information Commissioner (CIC) of India

Mr. M. L. Sharma - Former Special Director, Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI)

Mr. Richard Stockdale - Trustee, Chartered Institute for Securities & Investment (CISI), UK.

Mr. D. R. Karthikeyan - Former Special Director, Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI)

Justice Permod Kohli - Former Chief Justice, Sikkim High Court

Dr. K. Saleem Ali - Former Special Director, Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI)

Mr. Carroll B. Correll – Sr. Principal, Corstra LLC, Florida, US

Mr. S. M. Khan - DG, Registrar of Newspapers for India

Mr. R. P. Aggarwal - Ex Senior UN official

Mr. S. N. Sharma – Senior Chartered Accountant

Ms. Navita Srikant - Former Lead Forensic Specialist, The World Bank

Mr. Salman A. Khan - Director, Makers Multimedia

Mr. Rajeev Khandelwal - Creative Director
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Our Core Team

Mr. Umar Siddiqui:- President, Anti-Corruption Academy(ACA) India

Mr. S. Sathyamoorthy:- CEO, Anti-Corruption Academy(ACA) India

Mr. Robin Gupta:- Treasurer, Anti-Corruption Academy(ACA) India

Mr. Rishabh Aggarwal:- Chief Coordinator, Anti-Corruption Academy(ACA) India

Mr. S. Vasudevan:- Executive Member, ACA India

Mr. Harun Rashid:- Advisor, ACA India

Mr. Ashutosh Mishra:- Advisor, ACA India

Mr. Bikash Paul:- Senior Investigative Journalist & Executive Member ACA India

Mr. Anas Baqai:- Executive Member, ACA India & Advisor Anti-Corruption(Sports)

Mr. Godfrey Fernandes:- Administrator, ACA Mumbai

Our Academic Council

Prof. Nikos Passas:- Professor of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Boston, USA

Prof. Girijesh Pant:- Former VC Doon University, Dean Jawaharlal Nehru University

Prof. G. S. Bajpai:- Registrar, National Law University



Become Our Member

Our Membership drive is on & all Students, Schools, Colleges,

Educational Institutes & Individuals are Invited to become our

Member to

Be the Change 
To become our member please register on our website 

www.acaindia.net

or send us your details at admin@acaindia.net and we 

will get back to you
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Contact Us:

Registered / New Delhi Office: Mumbai Office:
C-660, New Friends Colony, B-101, Grenville,
Near Mata Mandir, Lokhandwala Complex,
New Delhi-110025 Mumbai - 400053
Ph: +91-11-49785524                                           Ph: +91-22-40167394

admin@acaindia.net
www.acaindia.net
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